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Head-mounted displays (HMDs) often cause discomfort and even nausea.
Improving comfort is therefore one of the most significant challenges for the
design of such systems. In this paper, we evaluate the effect of different HMD
display configurations on discomfort. We do this by designing a device to
measure human visual behavior and evaluate viewer comfort. In particular,
we focus on one known source of discomfort: the vergence-accommodation
(VA) conflict. The VA conflict is the difference between accommodative and
vergence response. In HMDs the eyes accommodate to a fixed screen dis-
tance while they converge to the simulated distance of the object of interest,
requiring the viewer to undo the neural coupling between the two responses.
Several methods have been proposed to alleviate the VA conflict, including
Depth-of-Field (DoF) rendering, focus-adjustable lenses, and monovision.
However, no previous work has investigated whether these solutions actu-
ally drive accommodation to the distance of the simulated object. If they
did, the VA conflict would disappear, and we expect comfort to improve. We
design the first device that allows us to measure accommodation in HMDs,
and we use it to obtain accommodation measurements and to conduct a dis-
comfort study. The results of the first experiment demonstrate that only the
focus-adjustable-lens design drives accommodation effectively, while other
solutions do not drive accommodation to the simulated distance and thus
do not resolve the VA conflict. The second experiment measures discomfort.
The results validate that the focus-adjustable-lens design improves comfort
significantly more than the other solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Head-mounted displays (HMDs) often provoke discomfort and even
nausea. In this paper we evaluate discomfort in HMDs for different
display configurations by designing and constructing a measure-
ment device. We focus on one important cause of discomfort, which
occurs because in an HMD the eyes focus (accommodate) to a fixed
screen distance while they rotate and align (converge) to the simu-
lated distance of the object of interest, which might be in front of or
behind the screen [Kooi and Toet 2004; Lambooij et al. 2009; Urvoy
et al. 2013]. In the real world, the eyes accommodate and converge
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to the same distance, and understandably the two responses are
neurally coupled. The difference in accommodative and vergence
response is called the vergence-accommodation (VA) conflict. This
difference requires the viewer to undo the neural coupling [Cum-
ming and Judge 1986; Martens and Ogle 1959], and is known to
cause discomfort in many situations [Hoffman et al. 2008; Shibata
et al. 2011].
An obvious avenue to improve HMD design is to eliminate the

VA conflict by designing a display with the goal of matching ac-
commodation to vergence, in which case comfort should improve.
To evaluate how well such a display achieves this, two – undoubt-
edly interdependent – questions must be answered: (i) Does the
display design actually drive accommodation to the distance of the
simulated object? (ii) If it does, does it actually improve comfort?
Several display techniques have been proposed to alleviate the

VA conflict; of these, only a few can be applied to HMDs. One
proposed solution is gaze-contingent, depth-of-field (DoF) rendering
(e.g, [Mauderer et al. 2014]) in which the focal plane of the DoF
rendering is determined by the eyes’ vergence distance. Another
approach employs focus-adjustable lenses that change focal power
depending on the distance of the object being observed in the virtual
scene [Johnson et al. 2016; Konrad et al. 2016]. Yet another approach
is monovision in which the focal distances of the two eyes are set to
quite different values in an attempt to expand the range of distances
for which the VA conflict is manageable [Johnson et al. 2016; Konrad
et al. 2016].

Our first question – whether these designs actually drive accom-
modation – has never been answered. Concerning the second ques-
tion, existing subjective assessments of discomfort (e.g, [Duchowski
et al. 2014; Hoffman et al. 2008; Johnson et al. 2016; Mauderer et al.
2014; Shibata et al. 2011]) do not provide a conclusive answer to
which design provides more comfortable viewing; we hypothesize
this is due to the different durations of the experiments.

In this paper we introduce a device that allows us to measure ac-
commodation in an HMD for each of these designs: gaze-contingent
DoF rendering, focus-adjustable lenses and monovision. Our device
has a modular design with focus-adjustable lenses and an autore-
fractor (see Sec. 2.3) to measure accommodation. We address several
challenges related to precise calibration of the device to allow accu-
rate measurements. We use our device to perform two experiments
to answer the above questions for the proposed designs. The first
study measures accommodation for each of the proposed designs:
namely, DoF rendering, focus-adjustable lenses, and monovision.
Our results answer the first question by demonstrating that a focus-
adjustable-lens design is the only one that drives accommodation
effectively. The other designs do not drive accommodation effec-
tively and thus do not alleviate the VA conflict.
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Fig. 1. Conventional near-eye displays present a user with images that are perceived to be in focus at only one distance (top left, 1 m). If the eye accommodates
to a different distance, the image is blurred (top left, 0.3 m and∞). A point spread function (PSF) illustrates the blur introduced for a single point of light at
each distance (insets). The fact that conventional near-eye displays have a single sharp focus distance can be problematic, because it produces focus cues that
are inconsistent with a natural 3D environment. We propose a computational display system that uses PSF engineering to create a visual stimulus that does
not change with the eye’s accommodation distance (bottom left). This accommodation-invariant display mode tailors depth-invariant PSFs to near-eye display
applications, allowing the eye to accommodate to arbitrary distances without changes in image sharpness. To assess the proposed display mode, we build a
benchtop prototype near-eye display that allows for stereoscopic image presentation (right). An autorefractor is integrated into the prototype to validate the
accommodation-invariant display principle with human subjects.

Although emerging virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) systems can
produce highly immersive experiences, they can also cause visual discomfort,
eyestrain, and nausea. One of the sources of these symptoms is a mismatch
between vergence and focus cues. In current VR/AR near-eye displays, a
stereoscopic image pair drives the vergence state of the human visual system
to arbitrary distances, but the accommodation, or focus, state of the eyes is
optically driven towards a fixed distance. In this work, we introduce a new
display technology, dubbed accommodation-invariant (AI) near-eye displays,
to improve the consistency of depth cues in near-eye displays. Rather than
producing correct focus cues, AI displays are optically engineered to produce
visual stimuli that are invariant to the accommodation state of the eye.
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The accommodation system can then be driven by stereoscopic cues, and
the mismatch between vergence and accommodation state of the eyes is
significantly reduced. We validate the principle of operation of AI displays
using a prototype display that allows for the accommodation state of users to
be measured while they view visual stimuli using multiple different display
modes.
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Fig. 1. Robustness test. We present results of our method (HGP) for four challenging models from the [Myles et al. 2014] benchmark. Many other state-of-
the-art methods: [Aigerman et al. 2014], [Levi and Zorin 2014], [Springborn et al. 2008], failed to produce locally injective seamless parametrization maps.
The method of [Chien et al. 2016b] managed to produce locally injective maps, but required more than an hour to parametrize the four models above. HGP
required just one or two iterations of a second-order cone program (SOCP) per model, and took less than a minute. The heat maps illustrate the conformal
distortion k and show that we produce maps with relatively low distortion. The cone points are denoted by the colored dots.

We present a method for locally injective seamless parametrization of trian-

gular mesh surfaces of arbitrary genus, with or without boundaries, given

desired cone points and rational holonomy angles (multiples of 2π /q for

some positive integer q). The basis of the method is an elegant generalization

of Tutte’s “spring embedding theorem” to this setting. The surface is cut

to a disk and a harmonic system with appropriate rotation constraints is

solved, resulting in a harmonic global parametrization (HGP) method. We

show a remarkable result: that if the triangles adjacent to the cones and

boundary are positively oriented, and the correct cone and turning angles

are induced, then the resulting map is guaranteed to be locally injective.

Guided by this result, we solve the linear system by convex optimization,

imposing convexi�cation frames on only the boundary and cone triangles,

and minimizing a Laplacian energy to achieve harmonicity. We compare

HGP to state-of-the-art methods and see that it is the most robust, and is

signi�cantly faster than methods with comparable robustness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Parametrization is a foundational problem in computer graphics and

geometry processing, and its solution is relevant to many other pro-

cesses such as quadrangulation, remeshing, texture mapping, shape

correspondence, rotational symmetry �elds-and-patterns design,

and compression.

A key feature that is desired in mesh parametrizations is that of

local injectivity, and harmonic methods have proven useful in achiev-

ing such parametrizations from the beginning. For disk meshes, a

classic solution involves the use of discrete harmonic maps, based

on a seminal result of Tutte [Tutte 1963]. The method is linear, so is

quite simple and fast, and ensures an embedding, but the boundary

of the disk must be �xed in R2
as the boundary of a convex polygon.

More generally, one would like to allow for non-convex bound-

aries and for more complicated topologies. Theoretical results in

this direction were presented in [Gortler et al. 2006]. By considering

discrete harmonic 1-forms and their indices, the authors provide an

elegant proof of Tutte’s classic result. With the same methods, they

show that for a disc, potentially with punctures and non-convex
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Fig. 1. A spherical orbifold Tu�e embedding: a mesh (le�) is embedded to a tile on the sphere (middle), which generates a seamless tiling of the entire sphere
(right). Three points (visualized as colored balls) are designated as cones – symmetry points of the tiling.

This work presents an algorithm for injectively parameterizing surfaces

into spherical target domains called spherical orbifolds. Spherical orbifolds

are cone surfaces that are generated from symmetry groups of the sphere.

The surface is mapped the spherical orbifold via an extension of Tutte’s

embedding. This embedding is proven to be bijective under mild additional

assumptions, which hold in all experiments performed.

This work also completes the adaptation of Tutte’s embedding to orbifolds

of the three classic geometries – Euclidean, hyperbolic and spherical – where

the �rst two were recently addressed.

The spherical orbifold embeddings approximate conformal maps and

require relatively low computational times. The constant positive curvature

of the spherical orbifolds, along with the �exibility of their cone angles,

enables producing embeddings with lower isometric distortion compared to

their Euclidean counterparts, a fact that makes spherical orbifolds a natural

candidate for surface parameterization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This work lies at the connection between two di�erent mesh parame-

terization methods: spherical parameterizations, and cone-manifold

parameterizations.

The sphere is one of the most natural target domains for embed-

dings of genus-zero surfaces. However, parameterizing surfaces into

the sphere is a non-trivial task as its non-convexity poses a chal-

lenge when used as a target domain, leading to numerous di�erent

approaches to tackling this problem, [Crane et al. 2013; Friedel et al.

2007; Gotsman et al. 2003; Kazhdan et al. 2012].

Parameterizing surfaces into planar cone manifolds has also been

steadily gaining popularity, as it is a practical and e�ective way to

embed closed (i.e., boundaryless) surfaces into planar domains in a

seamless manner, and the addition of cone singularities signi�cantly

reduces the distortion of the parameterization [Myles and Zorin

2012; Springborn et al. 2008]. As far as we are aware, in computer

graphics cone singularities have yet to be used in the spherical

setting.
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Fig. 1. Given a cross field (green) with arbitrary topological structure (in terms of extraordinary points and global holonomy), using a novel algorithm we
compute a compatible global conformal parametrization with particular (seamless similarity) transitions (blue). Spline domains are derived from this global
parametrization in the form of aligned T-meshes, and adapted to specific needs (gray). Using a novel halfedge-knots concept, a T-spline function space can be
built on these base meshes and, for instance, be used to define, fit, and evaluate a smooth piecewise rational surface (golden). The construction is backward
compatible with classical NURBS, T-Splines, and T-NURCCS, while enabling full algorithmic control over extraordinary points and global structure.

A variety of techniques were proposed to model smooth surfaces based on

tensor product splines (e.g. subdivision surfaces, free-form splines, T-splines).

Conversion of an input surface into such a representation is commonly

achieved by constructing a global seamless parametrization, possibly aligned

to a guiding cross-�eld (e.g. of principal curvature directions), and using this

parametrization as domain to construct the spline-based surface.

One major fundamental di�culty in designing robust algorithms for this

task is the fact that for common types, e.g. subdivision surfaces (requiring a

conforming domain mesh) or T-spline surfaces (requiring a globally consis-

tent knot interval assignment) reliably obtaining a suitable parametrization

that has the same topological structure as the guiding �eld poses a major

challenge. Even worse, not all �elds do admit suitable parametrizations, and

no concise conditions are known as to which �elds do.

We present a class of surface constructions (T-splines with halfedge knots)
and a class of parametrizations (seamless similarity maps) that are, in a sense,

a perfect match for the task: for any given guiding �eld structure, a com-

patible parametrization of this kind exists and a smooth piecewise rational

surface with exactly the same structure as the input �eld can be constructed

from it. As a byproduct, this enables full control over extraordinary points.

The construction is backward compatible with classical NURBS. We present

e�cient algorithms for building discrete conformal similarity maps and

associated T-meshes and T-spline surfaces.

CCS Concepts: •Computingmethodologies→Mesh geometrymodels
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1 INTRODUCTION
The topic of surface parametrization over planar domains has re-

ceived considerable attention as it, very generally speaking, enables

concepts from the Euclidean world to be employed on a Riemannian

surface. Challenges arise when surfaces of arbitrary topology are

to be dealt with, where such parametrizations globally inevitably

exhibit discontinuities, or need to be de�ned chart-wise. Fortunately,

if the concept to be employed on the surface is invariant to a certain

class of parameter transformations, it can nevertheless be used obliv-

iously if the parametrization is related across the discontinuities

(the cuts or chart borders) by transitions from exactly this class.

An important transition class is that of translations composed

with rotations by multiples of
π
2

. Perhaps somewhat misleadingly,

the term seamless parametrization was coined for this case, inte-
ger grid map for the special case of integer valued translations.

Such parametrizations, for instance, enable bivariate spline function

spaces to be extended from the plane to manifold surfaces, or regu-

lar grids to be mapped to structured quad meshes on surfaces—due

to certain translational and rotational invariances of spline basis

functions and lattices, respectively (cf. Proposition 2).

The class of seamless transitions is small, constructing a global

surface parametrization with transitions from only this class a chal-

lenge. While signi�cant advances have been made in this regard

in recent years, no reliable solution is known that ensures local

injectivity and seamlessness while providing strict control over the

parametrization’s topological structure. This control is important
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Fig. 1. Our method computes guiding fields on triangle meshes which respect either the underlying symmetry of a single surface (le�) or the related
correspondence between a pair of shapes (right), while being able to handle arbitrary topology such as the genus one surface on the le�. We use these fields to
compute approximately consistent quad meshes with o�-the-shelf quadrangulation methods.

We propose a novel technique for computing consistent cross �elds on a

pair of triangle meshes given an input correspondence, which we use as

guiding �elds for approximately consistent quadrangulations. Unlike the

majority of existing methods our approach does not assume that the meshes

share the same connectivity or even have the same number of vertices, and

furthermore does not place any restrictions on the topology (genus) of the

shapes. Importantly, our method is robust with respect to small perturbations

of the given correspondence, as it only relies on the transportation of real-

valued functions and thus avoids the costly and error-prone estimation of

the map di�erential. Key to this robustness is a novel formulation, which

relies on the previously-proposed notion of power vectors, and we show how

consistency can be enforced without pre-alignment of local basis frames,

in which these power vectors are computed. We demonstrate that using

the same formulation we can both compute a quadrangulation that would

respect a given symmetry on the same shape or a map across a pair of shapes.

We provide quantitative and qualitative comparison of our method with

several baselines and show that it both provides more accurate results and

allows to handle more general cases than existing techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Remeshing of triangle meshes to quad meshes is a fundamental

task in geometry processing and related domains with applications

in shape modeling, texture synthesis and numerical simulation, to

name a few. In many cases, quad remeshing is jointly applied to

several shapes and when their correspondences are given, the re-

sults are frequently required to be consistent with respect to those

mappings. For instance, the quad mesh which models an animated

character should be aligned to the underlying deformation modes

[Marcias et al. 2013]. Similarly, on a single shape which exhibits sym-

metry, a symmetric quadrangular mesh is often preferred [Panozzo

et al. 2012]. The goal of this paper is to propose a robust, uni�ed

framework for approximately consistent quad remeshing which is

applicable to a single shape or a pair of shapes, without assumptions

on the mesh connectivity or shape topology.

To date, there exist several automatic methods for generating

quadrangular surfaces from triangle meshes. A common approach,

which we will also follow in our paper, uses a guiding �eld within a

parametrization-based method. Namely, remeshing is achieved by

designing a smooth cross �eld that accounts for local features, fol-

lowed by an optimization part which seeks a parametrization whose

gradients are aligned with the computed �eld. Quadrangulation is

then performed in the parameter domain, where correct stitching
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Fig. 1. A machine learning approach is used to learn a regression function mapping phoneme labels to speech animation. Our approach generates continuous,

natural-looking speech animation for a reference face parameterization that can be retargeted to the face of any computer generated character.

We introduce a simple and efective deep learning approach to automatically

generate natural looking speech animation that synchronizes to input speech.

Our approach uses a sliding window predictor that learns arbitrary non-

linear mappings from phoneme label input sequences to mouth movements

in a way that accurately captures natural motion and visual coarticulation

efects. Our deep learning approach enjoys several attractive properties: it

runs in real-time, requires minimal parameter tuning, generalizes well to

novel input speech sequences, is easily edited to create stylized and emotional

speech, and is compatible with existing animation retargeting approaches.

One important focus of our work is to develop an efective approach for

speech animation that can be easily integrated into existing production

pipelines. We provide a detailed description of our end-to-end approach,

including machine learning design decisions. Generalized speech animation

results are demonstrated over a wide range of animation clips on a variety

of characters and voices, including singing and foreign language input. Our

approach can also generate on-demand speech animation in real-time from

user speech input.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Speech animation is an important and time-consuming aspect of
generating realistic character animation. Broadly speaking, speech
animation is the task of moving the facial features of a graphics (or
robotic) model to synchronize lip motion with the spoken audio
and give the impression of speech production. As humans, we are
all experts on faces, and poor speech animation can be distracting,
unpleasant, and confusing. For example, mismatch between visual
and audio speech can sometimes change what the viewer believes
they heard [McGurk and MacDonald 1976]. High-idelity speech
animation is crucial for efective character animation.
Conventional speech animation approaches currently used in

movie and video game production typically tend toward one of
two extremes. At one end, large budget productions often employ
either performance capture or a large team of professional anima-
tors, which is costly and diicult to reproduce at scale. For example,
there is no production level approach that can cost-efectively gen-
erate high quality speech animation across multiple languages. At
the other extreme, low-budget, high-volume productions may use
simpliied libraries of viseme lip shapes to quickly generate lower-
quality speech animation.
More recently, there has been increasing interest in developing

data-driven methods for automated speech animation to bridge
these two extremes, for example [De Martino et al. 2006; Edwards
et al. 2016; Taylor et al. 2012]. However, previous work requires pre-
deining a limited set of viseme shapes that must then be blended
together. Simple blending functions limit the complexity of the
dynamics of visual speech that can be modeled. Instead, we aim to
leverage modern machine learning methods that can directly learn
the complex dynamics of visual speech from data.

We propose a deep learning approach for automated speech ani-
mation that provides a cost-efective means to generate high-idelity
speech animation at scale. For example, we generate realistic speech
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Audio-Driven Facial Animation by Joint End-to-End Learning of Pose
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Fig. 1. Our deep neural network for inferring facial animation from speech. The network takes approximately half a second of audio as input, and outputs the
3D vertex positions of a fixed-topology mesh that correspond to the center of the audio window. The network also takes a secondary input that describes the
emotional state. Emotional states are learned from the training data without any form of pre-labeling.

We present a machine learning technique for driving 3D facial animation

by audio input in real time and with low latency. Our deep neural network

learns a mapping from input waveforms to the 3D vertex coordinates of

a face model, and simultaneously discovers a compact, latent code that

disambiguates the variations in facial expression that cannot be explained by

the audio alone. During inference, the latent code can be used as an intuitive

control for the emotional state of the face puppet.

We train our network with 3–5 minutes of high-quality animation data

obtained using traditional, vision-based performance capture methods. Even

though our primary goal is to model the speaking style of a single actor,

our model yields reasonable results even when driven with audio from

other speakers with different gender, accent, or language, as we demonstrate

with a user study. The results are applicable to in-game dialogue, low-cost

localization, virtual reality avatars, and telepresence.

CCS Concepts: •Computingmethodologies→Animation;Neural net-
works; Supervised learning by regression; Learning latent representations;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Expressive facial animation is an essential part of modern computer-

generated movies and digital games. Currently, vision-based per-

formance capture, i.e., driving the animated face with the observed

motion of a human actor, is an integral component of most produc-

tion pipelines. While the quality obtainable from capture systems is

steadily improving, the cost of producing high-quality facial anima-

tion remains high. First, computer vision systems require elaborate

setups and often also labor-intensive cleanup and other processing

steps. A second, less obvious issue is that whenever new shots are

recorded, the actors need to be on location, and ideally also retain

their appearance. This may be challenging if, for example, another

role requires growing a beard.

While audio-based performance capture algorithms are unlikely

to ever match the quality of vision systems, they offer complemen-

tary strengths. Most importantly, the tens of hours of dialogue
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Synthesizing Obama: Learning Lip Sync from Audio
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Output Obama Video 

Fig. 1. Given input Obama audio and a reference video, we synthesize photorealistic, lip-synced video of Obama speaking those words.

Given audio of President Barack Obama, we synthesize a high quality video
of him speaking with accurate lip sync, composited into a target video clip.
Trained on many hours of his weekly address footage, a recurrent neural
network learns the mapping from raw audio features to mouth shapes. Given
the mouth shape at each time instant, we synthesize high quality mouth
texture, and composite it with proper 3D pose matching to change what he
appears to be saying in a target video to match the input audio track. Our
approach produces photorealistic results.

CCS Concepts: •Computingmethodologies→ Image-based rendering;
Image manipulation; Animation; Shape modeling;
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1 INTRODUCTION
How much can you infer about someone’s persona from their video
footage? Imagine learning how to replicate the sound and cadence of
a person’s voice, how they speak, what they say, how they converse
and interact, and how they appear and express themselves.

With tools like Skype, FaceTime, and other video conferencing
solutions, we are increasingly capturing video footage of ourselves.
In the case of public �gures, there is signi�cant video footage avail-
able online, in the form of interviews, speeches, newscasts, etc.
Analyzing this video is quite challenging, however, as the faces are
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o�en shown in a near-pro�le view, the face region is small, and
the lighting, dress, hair, and make-up varies signi�cantly from one
interview to the next (also, most of this video is proprietary).

In this paper, we do a case study on President Barack Obama, and
focus on the speci�c task of learning to generate video of Obama
from his voice and stock footage. Barack Obama is ideally suited as
an initial test subject for a number of reasons. First, there exists an
abundance of video footage from his weekly presidential addresses—
17 hours, and nearly two million frames, spanning a period of eight
years. Importantly, the video is online and public domain, and hence
well suited for academic research and publication. Furthermore, the
quality is high (HD), with the face region occupying a relatively
large part of the frame. And, while lighting and composition varies
a bit from week to week, and his head pose changes signi�cantly,
the shots are relatively controlled with the subject in the center
and facing the camera. Finally, Obama’s persona in this footage is
consistent—it is the President addressing the nation directly, and
adopting a serious and direct tone.

Despite the availability of such promising data, the problem of
generating mouth video from audio is extremely di�cult, due in
part to the technical challenge of mapping from a one-dimensional
signal to a (3D) time-varying image, but also due to the fact that
humans are extremely a�uned to subtle details in the mouth region;
many previous a�empts at simulating talking heads have produced
results that look uncanny. In addition to generating realistic results,
this paper represents the �rst a�empt to solve the audio speech to
video speech problem by analyzing a large corpus of existing video
data of a single person. As such, it opens to the door to modeling
other public �gures, or ourselves (through analyzing Skype footage,
e.g.,).

Audio to video, aside from being interesting purely from a sci-
enti�c standpoint, has a range of important practical applications.
�e ability to generate high quality video from audio could sig-
ni�cantly reduce the amount of bandwidth needed in video cod-
ing/transmission (which makes up a large percentage of current
internet bandwidth). For hearing-impaired people, video synthesis
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Fig. 1. Text-based editing provides a natural interface for modifying audio narrations. Our approach allows the editor to replace an existing word (or insert a
new word) by typing, and the system automatically synthesizes the new word by stitching together snippets of audio from elsewhere in the narration. Here we
replace the word sixteen by seventeen in a text editor, and the new audio is automatically stitched together from parts of the words else, seventy, want and seen.

Editing audio narration using conventional software typically involves many
painstaking low-level manipulations. Some state of the art systems allow
the editor to work in a text transcript of the narration, and perform select,
cut, copy and paste operations directly in the transcript; these operations
are then automatically applied to the waveform in a straightforward manner.
However, an obvious gap in the text-based interface is the ability to type
new words not appearing in the transcript, for example inserting a new
word for emphasis or replacing a misspoken word. While high-quality
voice synthesizers exist today, the challenge is to synthesize the new word
in a voice that matches the rest of the narration. This paper presents a
system that can synthesize a new word or short phrase such that it blends
seamlessly in the context of the existing narration. Our approach is to use
a text to speech synthesizer to say the word in a generic voice, and then
use voice conversion to convert it into a voice that matches the narration.
Offering a range of degrees of control to the editor, our interface supports
fully automatic synthesis, selection among a candidate set of alternative
pronunciations, fine control over edit placements and pitch profiles, and
even guidance by the editors own voice. The paper presents studies showing
that the output of our method is preferred over baseline methods and often
indistinguishable from the original voice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recorded audio narration plays a crucial role in many scenarios
including animation, computer games, demonstration videos, docu-
mentaries, and podcasts. After narration is recorded, most of these
applications require editing. Typical audio editing interfaces present
a visualization of the audio waveform and provide the user with
standard select, cut, copy and paste operations (in addition to low-
level operations like time stretching, pitch bending, or envelope
adjustment), which are applied to the waveform itself. Such inter-
faces can be cumbersome, especially for non-experts. Researchers
have addressed this problem by aligning the waveform with a tran-
script of the narration, and providing an interface wherein the user
can perform cut-copy-paste operations in the text of the transcript.
Whittaker and Amento [2004] and Rubin et al. [2013] show that
this form of interface significantly reduces search and editing time,
and is preferred by users. State of the art video editing systems
incorporate audio-aligned transcript editors to facilitate search and
editing tasks [Berthouzoz et al. 2012; Casares et al. 2002].
While cut-copy-paste operations are supported, one aspect re-

mains conspicuously missing from text-based audio editors: inser-
tion. It is easy for a person to type a new word not appearing in the
transcript, but it is not obvious how to synthesize the corresponding
audio. Nevertheless, in many circumstances inserting a new word
or phrase during editing would be useful, for example replacing a
misspoken word or inserting an adjective for emphasis. It is possible
to record new audio of just the missing word, but to do so requires
access to the original voice talent. Moreover, even when the original
narrator, microphone and acoustic environment are available for a
new recording, it remains difficult to match the audio quality of an
inserted word or phrase to the context around it. Thus the insertion
is often evident in the edited audio, even while methods like that
of Germain et al. [2016] can ameliorate such artifacts. Regardless,
just as it is easier to type than to edit audio waveforms for cut and
paste operations, it is also easier to type for insertion or replacement
rather than record new audio.
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Fig. 1. We introduce a deep learning approach for denoising Monte Carlo-rendered images that produces high-quality results suitable for production. We
train a convolutional neural network to learn the complex relationship between noisy and reference data across a large set of frames with varying distributed
e�ects from the film Finding Dory (le�). The trained network can then be applied to denoise new images from other films with significantly di�erent style and
content, such as Cars 3 (right), with production-quality results.

Regression-based algorithms have shown to be good at denoising Monte
Carlo (MC) renderings by leveraging its inexpensive by-products (e.g., fea-
ture bu�ers). However, when using higher-order models to handle complex
cases, these techniques often over�t to noise in the input. For this reason,
supervised learning methods have been proposed that train on a large col-
lection of reference examples, but they use explicit �lters that limit their
denoising ability. To address these problems, we propose a novel, supervised
learning approach that allows the �ltering kernel to be more complex and
general by leveraging a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) architec-
ture. In one embodiment of our framework, the CNN directly predicts the
�nal denoised pixel value as a highly non-linear combination of the input
features. In a second approach, we introduce a novel, kernel-prediction net-
work which uses the CNN to estimate the local weighting kernels used to
compute each denoised pixel from its neighbors. We train and evaluate our
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networks on production data and observe improvements over state-of-the-
art MC denoisers, showing that our methods generalize well to a variety of
scenes. We conclude by analyzing various components of our architecture
and identify areas of further research in deep learning for MC denoising.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, physically-based image synthesis has become wide-
spread in feature animation and visual e�ects [Keller et al. 2015].
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Fig. 1. Le� to right: (a) noisy image generated using path-traced global illumination with one indirect inter-reflection and 1 sample/pixel; (b) edge-avoiding
wavelet filter [Dammertz et al. 2010] (10.3ms at 720p, SSIM: 0.7737); (c) SURE-based filter [Li et al. 2012] (74.2ms, SSIM: 0.5960); (d) our recurrent denoising
autoencoder (54.9ms, SSIM: 0.8438); (e) reference path-traced image with 4096 samples/pixel.

We describe a machine learning technique for reconstructing image se-

quences rendered using Monte Carlo methods. Our primary focus is on

reconstruction of global illumination with extremely low sampling budgets

at interactive rates. Motivated by recent advances in image restoration with

deep convolutional networks, we propose a variant of these networks better

suited to the class of noise present in Monte Carlo rendering. We allow

for much larger pixel neighborhoods to be taken into account, while also

improving execution speed by an order of magnitude. Our primary contri-

bution is the addition of recurrent connections to the network in order to

drastically improve temporal stability for sequences of sparsely sampled

input images. Our method also has the desirable property of automatically

modeling relationships based on auxiliary per-pixel input channels, such as

depth and normals. We show signi�cantly higher quality results compared

to existing methods that run at comparable speeds, and furthermore argue a

clear path for making our method run at realtime rates in the near future.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Ray and path tracing have recently emerged as the rendering algo-

rithms of choice for visual e�ects [Keller et al. 2015]. This has en-

couraged the development of �ltering and reconstruction techniques

to reduce the noise inherent in Monte Carlo renderings [Zwicker

et al. 2015], but the focus on �lm-quality results provides hundreds

to thousands of samples per pixel prior to �ltering.

Meanwhile, games have also recently migrated towards physically-

based shading from more empirical models [Hill et al. 2015], but

much of the potential increase in realism from this transition hinges

on the possibility of sampling light transport paths more �exibly

than rasterization allows. Unfortunately, even the fastest ray tracers

can only trace a few rays per pixel at 1080p and 30Hz. While this
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Fig. 1. A scene that is challenging to render for traditional Monte Carlo methods: the Sponza Palace atrium projected into a box through a pinhole. The area
of the pinhole is only 0.01 percent of the face of the pinhole camera. Using our language we designed a specialized tridirectional path tracing algorithm
that generates a light path segment passing through the pinhole. The image shows an equal sample comparison between bidirectional path tracing and our
tridirectional path tracing. See Section 7.4 for more details.

Implementing Monte Carlo integration requires significant domain exper-
tise. While simple samplers, such as unidirectional path tracing, are relatively
forgiving, more complex algorithms, such as bidirectional path tracing or
Metropolis methods, are notoriously difficult to implement correctly. We pro-
pose Aether, an embedded domain specific language for Monte Carlo integra-
tion, which offers primitives for writing concise and correct-by-construction
sampling and probability code. The user is tasked with writing sampling
code, while our compiler automatically generates the code necessary for
evaluating PDFs as well as the book keeping and combination of multiple
sampling strategies. Our language focuses on ease of implementation for
rapid exploration, at the cost of run time performance. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the language by implementing several challenging ren-
dering algorithms as well as a new algorithm, which would otherwise be
prohibitively difficult.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→ Rendering; • Software
and its engineering → Domain specific languages;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic integration techniques used in lighting simulation
shine by their combination of elegance and efficiency. The pseu-
docode for an algorithm like bidirectional path tracing with multiple
importance sampling fits in a small figure and reveals at once its
power and sophistication. Unfortunately, while the implementa-
tion of a simple path tracer is relatively straightforward, achieving
a correct implementation of more advanced algorithms, such as
bidirectional path tracing or Metropolis light transport, is a major
undertaking prone to subtle probability bugs that are extremely chal-
lenging to chase down. This is obvious from the very small number
of available implementations, and even the widely used pbrt [Pharr
and Humphreys 2010] did not include full bidirectional path tracing
with multiple importance sampling until ten years after the first
release, and a publicly available implementation of Metropolis light
transport [Veach and Guibas 1997] did not appear until a decade
after the original paper [Jakob 2010].
A major implementation difficulty lies with correct handling of

probabilities, both in terms of mathematical correctness and book-
keeping, by which we mean the care required for drawing samples
and combining estimates from several different, complex samplers,
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Modern game engines seek to balance the con�icting goals of high rendering
performance and productive software development. To improve CPU perfor-
mance, the most recent generation of real-time graphics APIs provide new
primitives for performing e�cient batch updates to shader parameters. How-
ever, modern game engines featuring large shader codebases have struggled
to take advantage of these bene�ts. The problem is that even though shader
parameters can be organized into e�cient modules bound to the pipeline at
various frequencies, modern shading languages lack corresponding prim-
itives to organize shader logic (requiring these parameters) into modules
as well. The result is that complex shaders are typically compiled to use
a monolithic block of parameters, defeating the design, and performance
bene�ts, of the new parameter binding API. In this paper we propose to
resolve this mismatch by introducing shader components, a �rst-class unit
of modularity in a shader program that encapsulates a unit of shader logic
and the parameters that must be bound when that logic is in use. We show
that by building sophisticated shaders out of components, we can retain
essential aspects of performance (static specialization of the shader logic
in use and e�cient update of parameters at component granularity) while
maintaining the modular shader code structure that is desirable in today’s
high-end game engines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A modern game engine must achieve high performance to render
detailed scenes with complex materials and lighting. At the same
time, high productivity is required when authoring and maintaining
the large libraries of shader code that de�ne materials and lighting
in these scenes. Today, a major challenge limiting the performance
of real-time rendering systems is the inability for the CPU (even
a multi-core CPU) to supply the GPU with rendering commands
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at a su�cient rate. Many of these commands pertain to binding
shader parameters (textures, bu�ers, etc.) to the graphics pipeline.
This problem is su�ciently acute that a new generation of real-time
graphics APIs [Khronos Group, Inc. 2016; Microsoft 2017] has been
designed to provide new primitives for performing e�cient batch
updates to shader parameters. However, modern game engines have
been unable to fully take advantage of this functionality.

The problem is that even though shader parameters can now be
organized into e�cient modules and bound to the pipeline only at
the necessary frequencies, modern shading languages lack corre-
sponding primitives to organize shader logic (that requires these
parameters) into modules as well. As a result, complex shaders are
compiled into monolithic programs that access a monolithic block
of parameters. These parameters are typically updated en masse by
engines, defeating the design, and performance bene�ts, of the new
parameter binding API.

In this paper we propose a solution to this mismatch by introduc-
ing shader components, a �rst-class unit of modularity in a shader
program that encapsulates both the shader logic of a feature and the
parameters that must be bound when that feature is in use. From
the perspective of a shader writer, shader components provide a
mechanism that can be used to organize large shader codebases.
From the perspective of a game engine, shader components provide
both the logical units (e.g., a speci�c material, an animation e�ect,
and a lighting model) used to assemble shading features into com-
plete shaders, and also the granularity at which blocks of shader
parameters (needed as inputs to these features) are bound to the
graphics pipeline. By supporting shader components directly in a
shading language, our system is able to provide services such as
static checking of shader components against interfaces, specializa-
tion of complete shaders to a speci�c set of components (features)
in use, and generation of shader parameter block interfaces that
facilitate e�cient binding. These services allow a well-written en-
gine to retain the bene�ts of modular shader software development,
while also realizing the low CPU overhead and high rendering per-
formance promised by modern graphics APIs.

Our speci�c contributions include:

• The design of the shader component concept and its imple-
mentation in a shader compiler library. This implementa-
tion includes a shading language front-end and host side
APIs that engines use to assemble components into com-
plete shaders and to allocate and bind blocks of shader
parameters.
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Fig. 1. By carefully treating coupling between viscosity and pressure forces, our unified Stokes-based fluid solver can reproduce the classic liquid rope coiling
instability of viscous liquids like honey, while prior grid-based methods cannot.

We propose a novel unsteady Stokes solver for coupled viscous and pres-
sure forces in grid-based liquid animation which yields greater accuracy
and visual realism than previously achieved. Modern fluid simulators treat
viscosity and pressure in separate solver stages, which reduces accuracy
and yields incorrect free surface behavior. Our proposed implicit variational
formulation of the Stokes problem leads to a symmetric positive definite
linear system that gives properly coupled forces, provides unconditional
stability, and treats difficult boundary conditions naturally through sim-
ple volume weights. Surface tension and moving solid boundaries are also
easily incorporated. Qualitatively, we show that our method recovers the
characteristic rope coiling instability of viscous liquids and preserves fine
surface details, while previous grid-based schemes do not. Quantitatively,
we demonstrate that our method is convergent through grid refinement
studies on analytical problems in two dimensions. We conclude by offering
practical guidelines for choosing an appropriate viscous solver, based on the
scenario to be animated and the computational costs of different methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tar, honey, and molasses are familiar examples of viscous liquids
which exhibit an array of intriguing effects, including damped mo-
tion, buckling, meandering, and even rope-like coiling. Given the
ubiquity of such liquids, there is a strong demand for simulation
tools that can reproduce their behavior for animation and visual ef-
fects scenarios, such as melting terminators [Rasmussen et al. 2004],
flowing tar monsters [Wiebe and Houston 2004], and spilling honey
[Ruilova 2007]. Viscous liquids are also relevant to other industries,
such as container filling for food processing and cosmetics [Tomé
and McKee 1999]. While various complex non-Newtonian liquids
[Stomakhin et al. 2014; Yue et al. 2015], granular flows [Daviet and
Bertails-Descoubes 2016], and snow [Stomakhin et al. 2013] have
also seen much recent study, we focus on outstanding challenges in
simulating the humble Newtonian viscous liquid, whose internal
stresses are strictly linear with respect to the strain rate.

Standard grid-based fluid animation tools apply operator splitting
to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations to solve for the influ-
ence of advection, viscosity, and pressure in distinct stages [Bridson
2015]. While this splitting is effective at reducing computational
cost, simplifying implementation, and isolating nonlinearity to the
advection stage, it also introduces subtle sources of error. For ex-
ample, separating advection from projection causes significant loss
of kinetic energy and vorticity, making it more difficult to simulate
turbulent, high Reynolds number flows [Mullen et al. 2009; Zhang
and Bridson 2015].
Our work focuses on the opposite extreme: strongly viscous liq-

uids, corresponding to moderate to low Reynolds numbers. We
highlight a detrimental impact of splitting viscosity from projection
that has gone largely unnoticed to date: behaviors that depend on
coupling between pressure and shear forces are entirely absent,
including preservation of sharp surface details and the remarkable
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